The Supporter Scheme:

Three months on.

Summary
At our Spring Conference in March, members voted to create
the registered supporter scheme - a national, free to join
way for people to show their support for the party, whilst
also giving them some rights.
Since then, more than 10,500 people have registered as
supporters, with almost every local party around the globe
having at least 1 registered supporter (only 3 do not).
In creating the scheme, our hope was that it would help us
build up our capacity nationally - so we can win more seats;
as well as providing a more open path to membership and
helping to diversify the party by attracting those who are
put off by traditional membership models.
On those measures, it has been a resounding success.
Within the first three months, 10% of people who signed up
have converted to full membership, with almost no reverse
movement.
Since March supporters have donated more than £30,000
and helped us elect 16 new Liberal Democrat MEPs and win
our best ever local election results.
They aren’t just delivering financial benefits either - winning
local parties in places like Chelmsford refer to supporter
signups as “gold-dust” and are finding that as many as 50%
of them are willing to play an active part in election
campaigns.
Supporters are more representative of the UK population
than our membership as well - they are significantly
younger, more female, less white and more LGBT+ than our
members, though there is still a lot of work to be done to
reach parity with the UK population.
The scheme has not been an all-round success however. We
are only just reaching the levels we had hoped to reach in
the first week - and it seems unlikely we will reach our
target of 50,000 by the end of the year.

£30,000
raised from
supporters

50%
willing to
take action

On current trends, we are likely to end up with 15-20,000
registered supporters by the end of the year.
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Lessons Learned
Email is still king

70%

of signups
came from
email

The vast majority of supporter signups have been driven
by our email program. Paid and organic social media have
helped - as has local party effort and the work we have done
on the website.
But well over 70% of all signups have come from email and every single day that’s had above average signups has
been within the first 3 days after a national recruitment
email has been sent.
When it comes to recruitment and fundraising, email is still
king. The addition of the supporter scheme makes email
acquisition even more valuable for the party.

People are interested in
being supporters
There was some concern from members that people
wouldn’t really get the point - and that the scheme would
flop.
This is emphatically not the case and there is no better
demonstration than the number of people who hit our
generic joining landing page and choose to sign up as a
supporter - a group who generate 30-40 sign ups a day with
no real effort on promotion needed.
Digital advertising and email continues to perform well at
recruiting supporters three months after launch.
That is a big improvement from pre-registration, where
whilst we saw a bigger spike at the start, maintaining that
progress long term was harder.
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Lessons Learned
What they can do matters
Looking at the scheme as a whole, we have not seen the
explosive growth that the early days of pre-registration
saw (though the stable, long term growth we’re seeing is very
encouraging). Our analysis suggests this is down to two
factors:
1. Less media coverage of the actual launch
2. Reduced rights for supporters
We will be conducting some more in depth research with preregistered supporters who did not register as a supporter
over the coming months and hope to have better data then,
but email feedback suggests that in particular, tighter rules
around allowing people to be members of other parties
have acted as a barrier to supporters registering - and we
would suggest looking at loosening these rules in the future.

Supporters aren’t
cannibalising members
To date, only 5 people have elected to transfer from being
an active member to a supporter. A larger group of lapsed
members have re-registered as supporters (which is
encouraging) but the widespread fears of supporters
cannibalising membership and mass downgrades have not
happened.
If anything, the opposite has been true - with over 10% of
signups since March taking the next step and becoming a
paid-up member of the Liberal Democrats.
This has been heightened somewhat as a result of the
leadership election - but even discounting conversions during
this period, around 5% of supporters have converted to
membership.
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Lessons Learned
They’re sticking around
Compared with voters and prospects, supporters are far
less likely to unsubscribe from email updates; they’re far
more likely to donate and they’re far more likely to
participate in volunteering activities.
95%
opt-in
rate

When coupled with their much higher than average opt-in
rates for communication (97.5%), each supporter signup is
an invaluable contact.
To date, they are also proving much less likely to resign
than members - though that may change over time as it is
still early days and we have had rather a good period of time
recently!

There’s room for
improvement
As yet, we have not been able to make a major investment in
engagement projects for supporters - largely due to national
events consuming a lot of our time since mid-April.
Adoption of supporters by local parties is still somewhat
patchy and more work in this area is needed - but there are
clear and powerful stories from places like Chelmsford
about the huge value of registered supporters that we can
use to encourage more local parties to invest in supporters.
This will also require some clearer promotion from the team
in HQ of the benefits of supporters - which we’ll start doing
over the next few months.
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Lessons Learned
Going forward, we need to take three key steps to embed supporters
in the party’s membership culture and ensure the scheme is a longterm success.

1 - More ways for supporters
to engage online
This is also a challenge for new members - but one that’s partially
assisted by volunteer operations like Lib Dem Newbies.
We need to work towards creating a dedicated online space for
supporters to connect with each other - so we can begin to build a
sense of community.
This can also help to trial new ideas for member engagement in a
lower stakes environment.

2 - More meaningful ways to
participate in the party
If we are to grow more supporters into members, we need to give
them more opportunities to meaningfully participate in the party including, but not limited to, input into policy development,
participation in campaigns and more local party events.

3 - Better engagement with
local parties
Some local parties have taken to supporters like ducks to water signing up many and actively involving them in events.
Others are still cautious about supporters and keep them at arms
length.
More training and encouragement is needed for local parties to
embed supporters in everything they do. This will benefit local
parties and their ability to win elections - as more engaged members
and supporters are a boon!
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